We have applied the Lindstedt-Poincaré method to study the limit cycle of the van der Pol oscillator, obtaining the numerical coefficients of the series for the period and for the amplitude to order 859. Hermite-Padé approximants have been used to extract the location of the branch cut of the series with unprecendented accuracy (100 digits). Both series have then been resummed using an approach based on Padé approximants, where the exact asymptotic behaviors of the period and the amplitude are taken into account. Our results improve drastically all previous results obtained on this subject.
Introduction
The van der Pol equation is possibly the most known example of ordinary differential equation with a limit cycle; it reads x(t) + x(t) = µẋ(t)(1 − x(t)
2 )
where µ > 0 is a parameter which controls the strength of the nonlinear contributions. Even though for µ = 0 this equation reduces to a simple harmonic oscillator, that can sustain oscillations of arbitrary amplitude, for any µ > 0 the van der Pol oscillator has a single oscillatory mode, with a specific amplitude and period, which depends on µ. This mode is usually referred to as a "limit cycle". When the initial conditions are far from the limit cycle, the solution decays exponentially fast towards the limit cycle; this behavior results into a trajectory in phase space which spirals out (in) if the initial point falls inside (outside) the limit cycle, rapidly reaching the closed trajectory.
The reader may find a historical account of the origins of the van der Pol equation in a recent paper by Ginoux and Letellier, ref. [1] ; for a general perspective on the subject of self-sustained oscillations, it is useful to refer to the recent review article by Jenkins [2] . Self-oscillations, as those described by Eq. (1), cover an important role in different areas of Physics and Mathematics, and even of Biology: van der Pol and van der Mark, for example, described the heartbeat in terms of a relaxation oscillation and provided an electrical model of the heart [3] ; FitzHugh, [4] , has generalized van der Pol equation to describe the excitation of neurons and muscle fibers.
The task of finding approximate solutions to Eq. (1) becomes challenging, particularly when µ is large, because the system displays two alternating slow and fast regions, which reflect in an highly deformed cycle in phase space. We may classify the different strategies that have been used in the literature to solve the van der Pol equation into three main categories: numerical studies, carried out up to some large but finite value of µ, asymptotic calculations, valid for µ → ∞, and perturbative calculations, obtained expanding about µ = 0.
As nowadays the numerical solution of Eq. (1) is easily accessible due to the wide disponibility of hardware and software, we mention the works in the first category, refs. [5, 6, 7, 8] , mainly for historical reasons.
The first example of work belonging to the second class is given by refs. [9] , where a formula for the asymptotic period was given (as reported by Ginoux and Letellier [1] )
More precise formulas have then been derived in [10, 6, 11, 12] ; the leading terms in the expression for the period read
where α ≈ −2.33810741 is the highest zero of the Airy function. An analogous formula for the amplitude of the oscillations has also been derived in [10, 6, 11] and it reads
where β ≈ 0.1723. Finally the last class has to do with the perturbative calculation of the solutions to Eq. (1): in this class fall the papers by Deprit and Rom [13, 14] and Deprit and Schmidt [15] , by Andersen and Geer [16] and Dadfar, Andersen and Geer [17] , by Buonomo [18] and, more recently, by Suetin [19] . The Lindstedt-Poincaré method allows to obtain expressions for the period and the amplitude as power series in µ; the presence of a finite radius of convergence of these series, however, limits the direct application of the perturbative formulas to the domain of convergence. Different resummation procedures have been discussed in refs. [16, 17, 18, 19] , finding a radius of convergence R ≈ 3.42. In this class we also mention ref. [20] , based on an alternative implementation of the Lindstedt-Poincaré method, with improved convergence properties.
In the present work we have set the following goals:
• To obtain the largest number of coefficients of the perturbative series for the amplitude and the period of the van der Pol oscillator;
• To obtain the most precise determination of the branch cut of these series;
• To perform a non-perturbative resummation of the power series, taking advantage of the goals previously achieved;
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the Lindstedt-Poincaré method and compare our result with previously obtained results; in section 3 we apply the HermitePadé approximants to obtain a determination of an accurate location of the branch cut; the resummation of the series is carried out in section 4; finally the conclusions are stated in section 5.
Lindstedt-Poincaré method
We consider the van der Pol equation (1). As we have mentioned in the Introduction, this equation has a limit cycle, meaning that for t → ∞ the solutions tend to a periodic solution with fixed amplitude, regardless of the initial conditions. In a straightforward application of perturbation theory, where the solution can be expressed as a power series in µ, secular terms appear, which completely spoil the expansion.
In the Lindstedt-Poincaré method one introduces a "universal" time τ = Ω(µ)t ("strained coordinate"), where Ω(µ) is the exact frequency of the oscillations; the coefficients of the power series in µ for Ω are determined requiring that the "secular terms" arising at each perturbative order are avoided. In the particular case of the van der Pol oscillator, and more in general of problems with a limit cycle, a similar power series in µ must be assumed for the amplitude.
Let us briefly discuss in detail the implementation of the method for the van der Pol equation. After switching to the new time variable, we define y(τ ) ≡ x(t) and the original differential equation takes the form
with the initial conditions
In our perturbative scheme we will assume that
and
where ω n and a n are constant coefficients and ω 0 = 1 is the frequency of the linear system. Similarly we look for a solution
obeying the initial conditions y n (0) = a n ; dy n dτ (0) = 0
Upon substitution of these expressions in the differential equation, one has an infinite set of coupled linear non-homogeneous differential equations, corresponding to the different orders in µ, which can be solved sequentially starting from the lowest order. For instance to order µ 0 one has
To order µ, using the solution of order 0, one has the differential equation
where in the last line the resonant terms containing sin τ and cos τ are responsible of the appearance of "secular terms" and therefore they must be avoided. This condition requires
The solution to the differential equation then takes the form
Note that the first order solution contains the higher frequency 3. The Lindstedt-Poincaré method can be efficiently implemented on a computer, to very large orders, to calculate the power series expansions for Ω, A and y, either exactly or numerically. We have written two different programs, one for the symbolic calculation of the power series, and one for the numerical calculation, that has been performed working with 1000 digits.
In Table 1 we compare the orders of the LP method obtained in previous works with the orders obtained in the present work. The disposal of a large number of coefficients of the perturbative series, combined with the high accuracy of the calculation, will be essential for the numerical analysis performed in the next sections.
To assess the quality of the numerical coefficients, in Fig. 1 we have plotted the quantity
, as a function of the order of the coefficients themselves. The dashed line in the plot is the linear fit
which vanishes at x ≈ 3660 (thus n max ≈ 3660 is approximately the highest order of the Lindstedt-Poincaré expansion that can be obtained working with 1000 digits). 
Hermite-Padé approximants
Applying the Lindstedt-Poincaré method as explained in the previous section one is able to obtain a large number of terms of the perturbative series for the period and for the amplitude of the van der Pol oscillator. Because these series are powers in the square of µ, it is convenient to define the new expansion parameter ν ≡ µ 2 . The period and amplitude series then take the form
where the coefficients c n are either calculated exactly or numerically, with high precision.
These series converge for |ν| < 3.42 [|µ| < 1.85] and diverge for larger |ν| where the radius of convergence is computed with high accuracy below.
Since arbitrarily large values of ν are of interest and calculations for ν as large as 10,000 have been previously published, one is then faced with a task of extracting useful information from a series far beyond its radius of convergence.
Suetin applied Padé approximation [19] to analyze the singularities of the amplitude and frequency functions, building on work in [16, 17] . He conjectured ("it is possible that the following assertion is valid"):
1. The singularities of the amplitude and period functions are of the form
where g(ν) is holomorphic in a disk whose diameter is larger than R.
2. The radius of convergence R is exactly 3.42.
3. The phase φ is exactly 89π/156.
4. α is π/4 for the frequency and 3π/10 for the amplitude.
However, Padé approximants are always rational functions, and therefore are a clumsy tool for investigating square-roots. We therefore use a generalization of Padé approximations, Hermite-Padé approximants, which include square root singularities. HermitePadé approximations have been successfully used in rootfinding [21] and pgs. 46-47 of [22] , liquid drops [23] and water waves [24] , quantum mechanics [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 23] , series analysis of multivalued functions [36] and other applications [21, 25, 26, 27, 36, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 23] . The Cauchy rootfinding method employs a low order quadratic approximation [22] . A Hermite-Padé approximation is defined as the solution to a polynomial equation of arbitrary user-chosen degree. Here, we use only approximations that solve a quadratic equation.The name "Shafer approximation" is also used as a synonym for quadratic-solving Hermite-Padé approximations [21] . Here,we use only Shafer approximations.
Many illuminating and useful theorems have been proven about convergence properties of the Hermite-Padé approximants. However, numerical ill-conditioning is not unusual, so care must be taken and sometimes multiple precision arithmetic is helpful in achieving high accuracy.
To approximate a function f (x) which is known only through the first N term of its power series, use the function f [ K/L/M ], the quadratic Shafer approximation, which is defined to be the solution of the quadratic equation
where the polynomials P , Q and R are of degrees K, L and M , respectively. These polynomials are chosen so that the power series expansion of f [K/L/M ] agrees with that of f through the first N = K + L + M + 1 terms.
The constant terms in P and Q can be set arbitrarily without loss of generality since these choices do not alter the root of the equation, so the total number of degrees of freedom is as indicated. As for ordinary Padé approximants, empirically, the most accurate approximations are usually obtained by choosing the polynomials to be of equal degree, the so-called "diagonal" approximants.
Again as for ordinary Padé approximants, the coefficients of the polynomials can be computed by solving a matrix equation. Cabay, Jones and Labahn [29] describe a faster but more ill-conditioned recursive algorithm to compute Hermite-Padé approximants. Mayer, Nuttall and Tong present and apply a simple recursion restricted to the quadratic Shafer approximation [34, 33] . Loi and McInnes also offer an algorithm to compute the quadratic Hermite-Padé approximation [37] Like Padé approximants, Hermite-Padé approximants in a parameter ν are highly nonuniform in ν. The approximations are extremely accurate for small ν, but error grows exponentially with increasing |ν|. Nevertheless, Hermite-Padé approximations are usually convergent far beyond the radius of convergence of the power series from which they were constructed. Indeed, they may converge exponentially fast for all finite ν even when the power series is factorially divergent for all non-zero ν.
We applied classical Padé methods and stopped where these met our needs. When Padé methods disappointed, we shifted to Hermite-Padé.
Parenthetically, note that these power series based algorithms can be extended to Chebyshev interpolation as in the Hermite-Padé-Chebyshev work of Boyd [38] . There is an extensive literature on Chebyshev polynomial generalizations of ordinary Padé approximations [39, 40] . The Chebyshev-based generalizations are much more uniform in accuracy on the interval spanned by the interpolation points than power series-based accelerations, but cannot be applied directly to perturbation series. Rather, the Chebyshev-Padé algorithms are useful for converting numerical solutions at a set of discrete values of a parameter ν into spectrally-accurate explicit approximations that are continuous in ν.
In the complex ν plane there are two complex conjugate roots,
at which ∆ vanishes. The blue points in the figure 2 correspond to these complex roots for the case K = L = M = 142. We have calculated the diagonal Hermite-Padé approximants up to a maximal order K = 142, which corresponds to using 854 terms of the numerical series (where the coefficients of the series have been calculated with 1000 digits of accuracy). We have performed our analysis for both the series for the period and for the series of the amplitude: the plots in Figs.3 illustrate the error over R and φ for both series, as a function of the order of the approximant. In Fig. 4 we plot the difference |R T − R A |, for the radius of convergence of the two series. The two results agree to at least 100 digits! Our most accurate results are (where all digits are expected to be be accurate) These results falsify both Suetin's conecture that R is exactly 3.42 and his suggestion that φ = 89π/156, which is in error by 0.0000302.
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Resummation
The precise determination of the branch points of the series for the period and for the amplitude can be exploited to obtain an effective resummation of the series itself.
To this purpose it is convenient to introduce the variable ξ(ν) ≡ (ν 2 −2νR cos φ+R 2 ) 1/4 , which obeys the limit
On the other hand, the leading asymptotic behavior of the period, for µ → ∞, has been obtained by Dorodnitsyn [10] (see Eq. (3).
A simple strategy consists of "depurating" the period of the leading asymptotic behavior given above by introducing
and then obtain the "complete" period as We can go a step further and try to guess the next contribution in the asymptotic formula; it makes sense to assume that this term behaves as γ/µ 4/3 , where γ is a parameter, and therefore we write the "depurated" period as
As before, we obtain the "complete" period as
In Fig. 6 we plot the relative error 1 − T (resummed) /T (num) at µ = 100, as a function of γ; the Padé approximant in the resummed expression is calculated using M = N − 1 = 120. For γ = 0 one recovers the results obtained earlier with the standard asymptotic formula (3). The error is minimal for γ ≈ −0.225 (roughly two orders of magnitude better!).
The error 1 − T (resummed) /T (num) is plotted in Fig. 7 , using T (resum) (0) (solid line) and T (resum) (−0.225) (dashed line). The resummed expression has been calculated using a Padé with M = N − 1 = 120. Let us now turn our attention to the amplitude. Eq. (4) is the asymptotic expression for the amplitude for µ → ∞ derived by Dorodnitsyn and also confirmed later by Urabe [6] and by Ponzo and Wax [11] .
As for the case of the period we introduce a quantity where the leading asymptotic behaviors are eliminated
and then obtain the "complete" amplitude as
where Ã (ν) 
Conclusions
In this paper we have applied the Lindstedt-Poincaré method to the van der Pol equation, to high orders in the expansion parameter. We have been able to reach order 308 in a purely symbolic calculation, where the perturbative coefficients are calculated in arbitrary precision, and order 859 in a numerical calculation, where the perturbative coefficients are calculated with an accuracy of 1000 digits. A comparison with similar calculations in the literature shows that our results are the most precise -most orders, most digits -(see Table  1 ).
Using the precise coefficients both for the frequency (period) and for the amplitude, we have been able to estimate with unprecedented accuracy the radius of convergence R of the series and the location of the branch cut, using the Hermite-Padé approximant. In all the previous estimations, the radius of convergence and the phase (R and φ respectively) had been obtained with few digits; for example, Andersen and Geer [16] , report R ≈ 3.42 and φ ≈ 1.7925, and a similar accuracy is also achieved by Suetin [19] . Having at our disposal more (and more precisely calculated) series coefficients and using a different technique, the Hermite-Padé approximants, we have obtained results for R and φ which are expected to have the first 100 digits correct. It is remarkable that the numerical value of the branch cut for the series for the period and for the amplitude converge to the same result, within 100 digits.
This extremely accurate determination of the brach cut can be used to obtain a better resummation of the perturbative series. Our resummation involves a mapping of the perturbative parameter µ to ξ(ν) = (ν 2 − 2νR cos φ + R 2 ) 1/4 (similar to the one used by Andersen and Geer), followed by a straightforward application of Padé approximants, taking into account the asymptotic behavior of the period and of the amplitude. The resummed expressions that we have obtained are much more accurate than similar expressions previously found (for a comparison see for instance [16, 18] ), over all range of µ considered.
